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Content & Campaign Creation
Posting cannot be missed from absences in the office due to health/vacation,
unless under extreme circumstances. Work with HOM team to schedule posts to
ensure all client accounts remain active.

Before creating content think about these things:

➔ What are your business goals?
◆ Think about how you want your brand represented in person.
◆ The feeling someone gets when they purchase a product or service

from you.
◆ What problems does your product or service solve?

➔ What do you like to see?
◆ Think about when you are using your personal Facebook or Instagram.

Take time to consider why you like a particular image, advertisement,
or post. Think about what aspects you like about each image or
sentence. Elements and aspects can be utilized for your social media
as well!

➔ Feeding the beast from all angles is important
◆ Don’t get too bogged down on just one platform.
◆ One way I’ve heard it said is - the more places you put yourself online,

the more opportunities there are for potential clients to find you. With
that being said… You want to keep your brand consistency and target
audience in mind.
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The HOM Content Routine 🤩
As of May 2022, we have clients divided into a rotating schedule: Week A, Week B,
and Team/Month C in our task management. Social media managers have
designated clients that they are responsible for accomplishing their content for
whichever week they fall in.

Rotating schedule of content creation which maximizes our efficiency.

This process varies slightly depending on the client’s schedule, goal, social and digital
strategy, and upcoming campaigns.

Content Creation Overview:
➔ Blocking & Brainstorming

◆ Listing out important dates
◆ Client Requests
◆ Outlining 2 weeks minimum
◆ Content strategy
◆ Production Documents

➔ Content Development
◆ Production Planning
◆ Content Ideas
◆ Production & content creation
◆ Editing & post production
◆ Captions, hashtags, tags, links.

➔ Internal review + edits
➔ Client approval + edits
➔ Scheduling
➔ Internal review
➔ Manual posting
➔ Engagement

Attempting to make a visual representation: Content Routine Calendar Example
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Brainstorming & Blocking
“Blocking the content out” means
physically adding topics and
details next to each date in the
content document.

Typically this phase of the
content routine is what sets the
rest of the content development
process up for success.

Things to consider in this phase of creating social media content:
➔ What are we posting about?

➔ How many times are we posting per week?
◆ Which days? What times?
◆ What platforms?

➔ Did the clients send us anything for us to add in?
◆ Do we need to speak with them to prioritize this round of content

before we begin?

➔ Don’t be afraid to touch base with the client if direction is needed during this
phase!

◆ “Is there anything you’d like us to include in the upcoming round of
content?”

◆ “Are there any specific services or products you would like us to feature
on social media?”

➔ Ensure topics and similar imagery is spread out, as to not burn out or
overwhelm the audience.

◆ Unless the similar theme is part of a purposeful campaign and
messaging.

➔ What type of content should be created for each?
◆ Graphic
◆ Image
◆ Video
◆ Reel
◆ Reference the Content Ideas for clients

EX: MBW - Content Ideas
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➔ Do we need to create the content or is it already created and in our library?
◆ Can we use existing content or graphics as a template in order to make

our creation and production process easier?

➔ Include any details that may be known or necessary to get to the next step of
the creation process, such as:

◆ Topic
◆ Overview
◆ Headline
◆ Campaign
◆ Notes
◆ Graphics
◆ Links

Production Documents
Various steps may not be required for all clients and the order may vary slightly,
however it typically falls along these lines:

➔ Production planning and production document
➔ Production prep + supplies
➔ Production
➔ Editing & post production
➔ Captions, hashtags, audio, music, tags, details, etc.

The purpose of a production document is to best prepare the team for success at a
photo or video shoot by providing a thorough breakdown of all the details.

Review the in-depth training of the production document here:
Production Document Setup
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Content Development
Creating, producing, editing, writing, and ultimately finalizing upcoming social
media content and all supporting elements.

While this process may look a little different from client to client, by the end of the
content development process all of  following elements will be completed and ready
for client approval, including:
➔ Captions
➔ Hashtags
➔ Photos
➔ Videos
➔ Reels
➔ Music
➔ Reels
➔ Graphics
➔ Links
➔ Blogs
➔ Tags

This phase includes a multi step process, which may require approval at various steps
along the way, especially as you are getting started and used to the process.

When you begin writing content, update the Content Creation Stage
column/dropdown in Asana to one of the following and Slack the corresponding
channel that you are “Writing content for CLIENT.”
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Content Documents & Writing Content

Content needs to be client specific and written from a brand perspective and

personality. The quality of our work is easily measured by the amount of care and

quality that goes into each post and project. All posts should be created with Quality

Content Ideas in mind.

Furthermore, because our clients are our #1 referral source for new business, this only

strengthens the idea that we need to be putting 100% care and quality into each

round of content that we send to clients and post for the world to see.

Content Document
Any and all content is created in the Client’s Content Document.

Learn all about the content documents by watching this:
Content Documents - MBW.mp4
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=167lIeCoV_GEQ-QguhKEwN29VnQ6Ve4Mq
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The Approval Process
Once content is fully written and ready-to-go, it’s time for approval from HOM
leadership and client before it ever hits social media.

1. Completion of Content
Once the content document is highlighted correctly, you will communicate in
the following HOM internal communications:

Slack
➔ Send a slack note in the client

specific channel to notify
leadership that content is ready.

➔ Please tag leadership upon
completion so they will see it ASAP.

◆ EX: “Content ready for approval @Leader”

Asana
- Mark that the task is “Complete”

and “Ready for Supervisor
Approval” in the task section in
Asana.

2. HOM Review + Edits
Before content is sent to the client, HOM
leadership MUST review and approve.

When content is approved by HOM
leadership and ready to send to client,
leadership will change Asana task &
notify via Client Slack channel. Content
that is approved by HOM will be marked YELLOW.

If the content requires additional edits you the posts will be marked ORANGE
and there will typically be a comment attached to the google document in
order for you to tweak the content to get it ready for approval again. When it is
ready for approval again mark that the post is ready for review with the CYAN
highlight and notify the appropriate individuals for further review in Slack and
Asana.

3. Client Review + Approval
Send email to Client once approved by HOM leadership.
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Sending Content for Approval.mp4
Once the content has been approved by the client; You, HOM Leadership
and/or Client will mar content GREEN.
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Content Scheduling
Once you have a plan for your social media content and posts are written, then it’s
time to schedule your content. Scheduling content allows you to set dates and times
for your content to automatically post. This is especially helpful when you are busy
and won’t have time to post manually.

Before we get into how to schedule, it is important to note that the techniques we
will show you are still constantly being developed by Facebook/Instagram and
continue to change. Our team finds that it is best to habitually confirm that posts
have been scheduled and automatically posted at expected times because it is
possible there will be slight functionality issues as this feature is new and still going
through initial development.

Important Notes to Remember BEFORE Scheduling:
In the content document, the GREEN highlight means that all content is approved
by HOM team, client and is ready to schedule. (Example Below)

The date MUST be highlighted green in order to schedule.
➔ Ensure that you remove the emoji definitions before scheduling.
➔ Check that the tags are correct if there are any. Ensure that the media is

appropriately cropped.
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Scheduling on Various Platforms
Business Suite
Walk through (0:00-55:18)

Scheduling on Facebook and Instagram and Hootsuite for LinkedIn.mp4

Access Meta Business Suite several ways:
● https://business.facebook.com
● Visit the Pages option on your Facebook and select ‘Meta Business Suite’.

Once you are inside Meta Business Suite, follow theses steps to begin scheduling:

1. Click “Create” to start the post.
2. Confirm that both Facebook and

Instagram are checked under the
Placements section.

3. Copy and paste text from Content
Document into text section.

*Ensure emoji definitions are removed and tags
are properly linked.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qq5sGMAHKgz-3HL9N13ZwS5n5kDmn6kl
https://business.facebook.com/
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4. Add appropriate hashtags by selecting the # icon.
a. Check the “Recent” and “Saved” tabs.
b. Add hashtags in the Saved tab by clicking the bookmark icon.
c. Ensure that hashtags are above 5K minimum.
d. Refer to for general hashtag information.Hashtags - How To-2.pdf

5. Select “Publish” and “Schedule Post” to get the content at its correct time.
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6. Choose the best time based on the selected date in the content document.
Business Suite suggests a specific time, however, check recent analytics to
make a better determination.

a. Please ask the designated Social Media Manager for advisement on
the current posting schedule if one is already set in place.

7. Save and Schedule!

8. Once the content has been scheduled, go back to the content document and
mark the date has scheduled with DARK BLUE highlight and write the time
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the content is scheduled at. (ex: @12:15PM).

Creator Studio
Currently, we use Creator Studio to schedule video content for Facebook. (AND if
Business Suite is giving us trouble 😉)

It’s always good to know multiple ways in case Facebook decides to make the
switch altogether! Currently, they have been hinting to make the switch fully to
Creator Studio… but… Y’all know how that goes..

Access the Creator Studio several ways:
● https://business.facebook.com/creatorstudio/
● Visit your Facebook Page and select Publishing Tools, which can sometimes

be hidden under the ‘More’ dropdown option. Once on the Publishing Tools
Page, select Creator Studio located in the left column.

● Visit your Facebook Business Manager, select the menu option in the top right
hand corner of the dark blue navigation bar, select “Creator Studio” from the
menu.
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https://business.facebook.com/creatorstudio/
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Both Facebook and Instagram scheduling are available in Creator Studio, it is easy to
switch between the social platforms at the top of the site by clicking the desired app
logo.

Toggle between Facebook and Instagram Logos at the top.
● To use this feature your Instagram account must be a professional, business, or

creator Account that is connected to the associated Facebook Page.
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Hootsuite
Walk through (55:19-End):

Scheduling on Facebook and Instagram and Hootsuite for LinkedIn.mp4

We schedule LinkedIn content and Pintrest through Hootsuite.

Log into Hootsuite by visiting: https://hootsuite.com/login
Username and password can be found at: Account Information - HOM
Multiple accounts are linked to this Hootsuite account!

1. Select the Pen & Notepad icon to create a Post
and/or Pin.

2. Select the appropriate client in the “Publish to”
section.

3. Copy & Paste content into “Content” section.
4. Upload media.
5. Add Hashtags.
6. Click the “Schedule for later”, select time.
7. Schedule!

8.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1qq5sGMAHKgz-3HL9N13ZwS5n5kDmn6kl
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1W03FEAY96qFb0sOxDX5ZWcz0pzQVL-Min2OPpyqz4ug/edit
https://hootsuite.com/login?signin-source=&redirect=dashboard#/streams
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Twitter
Log into Client’s Twitter account and reference their Account Document for log-in
information.

Scheduling can be done either in the front or back end. We mainly schedule in the
back end by going to the Creatives tab in Twitter Ads.

Walk through: Scheduling on Twitter.mp4
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Manual Posting
As of June 2022, we cannot schedule Instagram reels and Tik Toks. Due to this, we
manually post that content for clients on the approved date.

In order to Schedule manual posts, follow these steps:
1. Set a Calendar reminder in the Content Calendar via Google Calendar

a. How do I do that? Watch here: Google Calendar.mp4
b. Each time you add an event into the calendar, it must have the correct

date, time, time zone, and location.
c. Each time you add an event into the calendar, it must also have alerts or

reminders set.
2. Color coordinate the document and ensure the Date & Time of manual

posting is correctly set in the document.
a. Manual posts are marked in LIGHT BLUE along with the platform it will

be manually posted on. (EX: (Manually post to TW @12:15PM))

Posting cannot be missed from absences in the office due to health/vacation, unless
under extreme circumstances. Work with HOM team to schedule posts to ensure all
client accounts remain active.

Calendar
Understanding the Calendars

- The Heidt of Media
- Content Calendar
- Important Dates
- Time Blocking

Adding new events into the Calendar
● Each time you add an event into the calendar, it must have the correct

date, time, time zone, and location.
● Each time you add an event into the calendar, it must also have alerts or

reminders set.
○ Depending on if it is a meeting event or a calendar event that is

just reminding us to post.
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Upload in HD quality
Keep in mind that it is important to double check anytime you get a new phone,
reset your device, or erase and re-download the app.

Visit the settings on your Facebook on your phone.

Mobile How-To
○ Open your Facebook app
○ Select the 3 horizontal lines to the far right on the bottom of your

screen
○ Scroll to the very bottom
○ Select Settings
○ Select Account Settings
○ Select Videos and Photos
○ Be sure that Upload HD under both Video Settings and Photo Settings

are turned on.
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__________________________________________________________________________

Success! You’ve now completed Module 4!
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